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The creativity exhibited by generative artificial intelligence (AI) has caused anxiety among some designers. This generative ability has a tremendous influence on the creative activities of designers. Therefore, this study aims to explore the process of co-creation between designers and generative AI, investigate the impact of generative AI on designers' creative activities and its underlying mechanisms, and explore how designers utilize agency to respond to this new challenge. Based on the theory of creative segment, a human-AI co-creative segment model is proposed to elucidate the mechanism of AI-augmented design. An observational study was conducted on a workshop where designers and generative AI collaborated in creating a design. Through analysing designers' cognitive behaviour during this process, their agency was identified, and three interactive modes of human-AI co-creation were proposed. Based on the above analysis, this study reflects on the current state of designer design and AI-augmented design tools, proposing that AI and designers should evolve collaboratively, and designers should exert their agency when facing new technologies like AI. Relevant tools and research should also aim to facilitate this process.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is experiencing the fourth tide, as machines attempt to create meaningful and beautiful things, creating a new category known as "Generative AI" (Sonya et al., 2022). As a technology that showcases computer creativity and has the potential to become a practical tool, generative AI has gained widespread attention from designers. When midjourney demonstrated its powerful creativity in image generation, illustrators and designers began to experience AI anxiety (Li & Huang, 2020). However, despite some designers' concerns that AI will replace their work, others have seamlessly integrated AI tools into their design processes (Kocaballi, 2020). What factors contribute to different designers' effectiveness in Generative AI design?

Previous research has shown that AI can serve as an image generator (Figoli et al., 2022) in the designer's conceptualization phase, providing rapid visual feedback that catalyzes the evolution of the
designer’s idea into a design concept (Karimi et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2013). The specific role of visual feedback is to drive the iteration of internal ideas through external representations. Building upon the creative segment theory of Sun et al. (2013), we propose a co-creative segment model for the ideation stage, aimed to better understand the interaction between designers and AI, demonstrating AI’s enhancing role in design.

However, what causes different designers to have different effects when using AI for design? It is necessary to explore the factors that influence human-machine relationships. Sun et al. (2020) proposed the concept of degree of agency between human and machine to build a good human-machine relationship. Agency is a concept in philosophy that refers to the ability of actors to act in a given environment (Wilson & Shpall, 2016). In this article, we discuss the concept of designer agency, which refers to the designer’s ability to perform design cognition behaviours in the given design task context. Is the specific process of interaction between designers and generative AI consistent with our proposed model, and how does it demonstrate different designer agency? A series of questions prompted us to conduct an open workshop.

Our paper intends to make the following contributions to the existing design literature:

- Proposing a human-AI co-creative segment model for the ideation process
- Validating the model through an observational experiment, observing three types of interaction patterns between humans and AI
- Summarizing the expression of designers’ agency in human-AI co-creation and proposing reflections.

2 Related work

2.1 AI as visual stimuli in the ideation process
Ideation is one of the core stages in the design process, which is a creative process for designers to generate, develop, and communicate new ideas (Kim & Maher, 2023). Designers generate design ideas through ideation, and then generate different concepts to produce innovative design solutions (Akin, 1990; Atman et al., 1999; Brophy, 2001; Cross, 2001; Liu et al., 2003). Ideation is the process from design ideas to design concepts, which includes different modes of expression. In this process, designers externalize their ideas through sketching and other means, and receive visual stimuli feedback to continuously deepen their ideas until a design concept is generated. AI can serve as a powerful medium to augment human creativity, especially when it plays the role of visual stimuli (Karimi et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2013). Whether intentional or random, designers can draw inspiration from AI. In summary, AI can provide visual stimuli feedback to designers to assist them in the ideation stage.

2.2 Human-machine relationship and designers’ agency
To explore how to build a good human-machine relationship, relevant research has been conducted from different perspectives. (Figoli et al., 2022) summarized the relationship between AI and designers in the collaborative process from the different roles played by AI and designers. Due to AI’s participation in the design process, it can complete more and more operational tasks, and designers take the lead in the process and become the designer arbiter responsible for evaluating and making choices (Figoli et al., 2022). Crouser & Chang (2012) explored the affordances provided by AI and
humans in the collaborative interaction process from the perspective of interaction theory, demonstrating the interaction possibilities in the human-machine collaborative process and the extent to which they can be utilized. In the early field of human-machine engineering research, scholars used function allocation to quantitatively specify the functional tasks of humans and machines in the human-machine collaborative process (Dekker & Woods, 2002; Jordan, 1963; Price 1958). However, current generative AI is not only used for analysing problems but also for generating images to assist in creative activities, which has a profound impact on the creative process of designers. We need to re-examine the impact of AI on designers in the collaborative process of generative AI and designers, as well as designers’ response to it. This article represents the abilities of humans and machines in the collaborative creation process using agency.

Sun et al. (2020) proposed that the distribution of human-machine agency is a key issue in human-machine intelligent cooperation, which refers to how the agency of humans and machines is allocated in the collaboration between them. By clarifying the agency range of intelligent systems, including the boundary of their behavioural and decision-making abilities, and fully considering human agency, the agency of humans and machines can form a good match in collaboration. In philosophy, agency refers to the ability of an actor to act in a given environment. Chakraborti & Kambhampati (2018) discussed the relevant issues of human mental modeling to promote effective human-machine collaboration, including the representation of psychological states, to understand the abilities and cognitive characteristics of humans in the loop. This article attempts to analyse the agency of designers in the workshop process, which promotes effective human-machine collaboration, based on the design cognitive behaviours they perform in the context of a given design task. From a cognitive perspective, design can be divided into two parts: information processing and decision-making activities, which include specific behaviors. Information processing activities describe how to access, use, and generate information. These activities include accessing information about design requirements, monitoring progress, clarifying and checking key design objectives, and verifying how the solution meets design requirements, etc. Specific activities such as monitoring, organizing, accessing, clarifying, checking, and evaluating can be used to represent categories of encoded information processing behaviors. Decision-making activities mainly focus on what types of changes have been made to the design state. These include redefining design constraints, modifying solutions to improve performance, and planning and revising design tasks. Encoded categories include changes to design plans, problem representations, or solution representations (Adams & Atman, 1999).

### 3 The model of human-AI design process

To guide us in better understanding the interaction between designers and AI, while also demonstrating the specific manifestations of AI-augmented design and its underlying mechanisms, this study proposes a model human-AI co-creative segment in ideation stage (as figure 1) based on the concept of creative segments in the sketching process (Sun et al., 2013). The ideation process is the process by which a designer goes from a design idea to a design concept. This process is often facilitated through the utilization of prototype tools such as sketches, physical models, and digital models, contributing to the construction of cognitive objects. These prototype tools not only facilitate the transition from abstraction to concretization, but also support the establishment of consensus with other stakeholders, such as team collaborators (Beltagui et al., 2023). Designers typically externalize their internal ideas using conventional means, including traditional sketches, to acquire
visual feedback and progressively refine their concepts until a design concept takes shape. When AI participates in this process, its capability for rapid image generation enables it to potentially serve as a low-fidelity design prototyping tool that could replace traditional sketches in providing visual feedback. Specifically, we divide the process into two stages: from idea to concept formation, and from concept formation to complete visual presentation. The former is mainly the process by which a designer forms a concept from a design idea in their mind, during which AI mainly stimulates the designer’s internal ideas to continually deepen through visualizing the ideas expressed by the designer. The latter is mainly the process by which a designer presents a fully-formed design concept, with the designer controlling the AI input to present the visual effects formed in their mind.

**Figure 1. The model of human-AI co-creative segment in ideation stage.**

### 4 Method

Based on the guidance of the human-AI co-creative segment in ideation design stage model proposed in the previous section, which explores the role of AI-augmented design and the forms of human-AI interaction, we conducted an open workshop to examine the specific process of human-AI co-creation and test the validity of our model. Through observation and analysis, we also explored the performance of designers’ agency in the process of human-AI co-creation. In order to explore the research question more openly, we did not set too many restrictive conditions, aiming to provide a space for designers to fully exert their agency and explore the core of the problem. We set the theme of "designing future VR glasses" which is conceptual and personalized styling in conceptual design. We recruited 20 participants (7 males/13 female, aged 19 to 38 with backgrounds in Industrial design, Computer Science (Table 1). During the grouping process, we tried to balance the composition of each group by including one student with a computer background to assist other students in using AI generation tools quickly and efficiently. At the same time, we ensured that all members of each group had prior experience collaborating with one another. To ensure that there is a good history of teamwork among members within each group and to maintain one member with a computer science
background and four members with design backgrounds in each group, we made appropriate personnel arrangements. In the workshop, each group was invited to follow the rapid creative modeling concept design, focusing on the theme and co-creation, and each group output two conceptual design proposals. We provided three points of consideration: user groups, usage scenarios, and styling intentions, and suggested possible uses for AI: mainly to quickly visualize ideas, secondly to communicate quickly with team members to reach consensus, and other application scenarios. Before the formal AI generation workshop, our research team conducted effectiveness trials of existing AI tools and selected tools suitable for conceptual design, while also creating instructional documents to allow participants to try and familiarize themselves beforehand. We selected AI generation tools suitable for different design scenarios, including Midjourney for generating scene graphs, Huggingface for making local adjustments, and WenXinYiYan for generating sentences. We observed and recorded all materials used or created by all participants, and finally, all participants were invited to participate in semi-structured interviews. During these interviews, we explored the following aspects:

1. The extent to which AI generation tools assisted participants in their design process, including their feelings and reflections on collaborating with AI, explanations of design actions captured in screen recordings, and interpretations of recorded verbal language.

2. We also investigated team collaboration issues, aiming to understand the impact of AI generation tools on collaborative teamwork.

The textual records of the interviews not only validated our analysis of participants' design behaviors in alignment with their actual design process but also facilitated the coding and analysis of participants' behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Indus. Exp. Tears</th>
<th>Familiarity with AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ BS</td>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Student/ PhD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>In-depth research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ PhD</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Student/ PhD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>In-depth research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ PhD</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>Industrial Design</td>
<td>Student/ MA</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Student/ PhD</td>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>In-depth research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5 Result

This section will demonstrate the co-creation process between designers and AI. There were four groups participating in the workshop, with one group using traditional brainstorming methods to generate design ideas, and later incorporating AI in idea generation and representation. The other groups used AI to generate design ideas from the outset. The group using traditional brainstorming exhibited significant designer agency, demonstrating that designers maintained ample design thinking even after AI intervention, and ultimately exhibited good human-AI co-creation in the presentation. However, the other groups that directly used AI in design showed less than ideal collaboration with AI. Therefore, we compared and analysed the effectiveness of these two design strategies based on the four design stages of the double-diamond model.

#### 5.1 Discover: idea generation-idea expression

In the discover stage, designers aimed to collect inspiration and find a design direction. This can usually be achieved through three methods: spontaneous inspiration, analysis and reasoning, and associative abstraction and contrast. These results illustrated in Table 2.

*Table 2. The results of the first stage*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prompt</th>
<th>Traditional brainstorming group</th>
<th>AI-involved group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“VR glasses, line pipes, technology sense, cool, fashion props, signage - tips, shopping social”</td>
<td>“Doctor, glasses, surgery”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| output | | | |
|--------| | | |

| 3-5 | Industrial Design | Student/ BS | 0-4 | Used |
| 4 | 4-1 | Industrial Design | Student/ MA | 4-7 | Used |
| 4-2 | Industrial Design | Student/ MA | 4-7 | Used |
| 4-3 | Industrial Design | Student/ PhD | 7-10 | Used |
| 4-4 | Industrial Design | Student/ MA | 4-7 | Used |
| 4-5 | Computer Science | Student/ PhD | 0 | In-depth research |
The traditional brainstorming team demonstrated their agency in the following ways:

- **Monitoring:** Members realized that "the key words should be intention keywords, just saying functional vocabulary does not belong to brainstorming" in this design phase.
- **Organization:** They proposed to divide the divergent keywords they came up with into three categories: "concerts and education, what I wrote are all scenes", "this is function", "this is style".
- **Planning:** After a round of brainstorming, they proposed to "use the keywords of the three categories (scenes, style, function) to generate a chart" to test the effectiveness of the previous brainstorming work.
- **Clarification:** Members used association and analogy to discuss each other's ideas, "Harajuku style, pedestrian street, it's very Japanese, right?" "Is it Y2K?".
- **Reflection:** The image generated by the AI was not ideal, and they immediately reflected on the accuracy of the design description, "The keywords are not enough, we need more" and "We need to find more associative meanings for the keywords".

On the other hand, the AI-assisted design team demonstrated their agency in the following way:

- **Intuition:** "AI helped me think, it met my requirements at that time, and we reached a consensus on this picture." It was a state of choosing a certain solution without any reason.

Comparing the two, the traditional brainstorming team effectively leveraged the agency of the designers by stimulating their organizational ability and visualizing their ideas. The traditional team was able to reflect on the difference between the images and ideas generated by AI and their own concepts, while the AI-assisted team showed disappointment in the lack of conceptual inspiration brought by the AI-generated images.

Ultimately, the traditional brainstorming team once again demonstrated their agency by organizing and planning for the next step, while the AI-assisted team did not adjust their plan for the next step and continued to rely on AI to provide inspiration and topics for their designs.

### 5.2 Define: concept transformation-concept definition

In the definition stage, the designer's goal is to converge thinking and evaluate ideas. These results illustrated in Table 3.

**Table 3. The results of the second stage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Traditional brainstorming team</th>
<th>AI-involved team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prompt</td>
<td>&quot;Bionic, fox mask, fashionable eye makeup, dance party&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Future scene, doctor, glasses, surgical operation&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traditional brainstorming team's initiative reflected:

- Planning: After the first attempt of AI-generated images, they reflected on the issue of "the keywords are not sufficient, we need to describe the fashionable way in our minds" and planned to come up with new keywords.
- Improvement: They found that the description of keywords has a decisive effect on the quality of image generation. "Fashionable" is too broad, and they optimized and iterated their previous ideas by expanding and refining it, such as earrings and eye makeup.
- Feedback: The generated images were "cool" and inspired them to come up with new vocabulary. This stimulated team members to retrieve and invoke relevant information in their minds, leading to words such as "sexy" and "leather".

AI-involved team's initiative reflected:

- Intuition: "The image in the top left corner fits my feeling well."

Comparing the two, the traditional brainstorming team uses accurate keywords to describe their ideas, while the AI-involved team uses more generalized words to expect AI-generated images. The traditional brainstorming team reflects on and critiques the images, differentiating their own ideas from the new inspirations brought by AI images, and extracting unexpected visual elements from AI-generated images. On the other hand, the AI-involved team does not refine and summarize the images that bring new inspirations too much, and only starts the next stage of generation after finding a direction. In the end, the traditional brainstorming team has a clear plan for the next steps, which is to converge and deep-think the concepts to define their own design direction, while the AI-involved team’s next plan is still vague.

5.3 Develop: concept definition-design transformation

In the third stage, designers expect AI to complete their vague design concepts in their minds. If AI does not achieve the desired effect, designers will supplement the design concepts through their own thinking. These results illustrated in Table 4.
Table 4. The results of the third stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Traditional brainstorming team</th>
<th>AI-involved team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Bionic, fox mask, fashionable eye makeup, dance party”</td>
<td>“Personalization, exclusive, full coverage, lines, arcs, lamp strips, clear glass, minimalist style”</td>
<td>“Mechanical, Computer Graphics, metal, head-mounted VR glasses, techwear mask, many details”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditional Brainstorming Group - Designer Initiative Reflecting:

- **Evaluation:** The designers in the traditional brainstorming group use design themes to describe words such as materials, scenes, and atmosphere, and evaluate the compatibility of the AI-generated results with their conceptual ideas: "Through these images, we can determine the color schemes of some design themes and showcase the elements we want."

- **Reflection:** Evaluating the generated images as "more like decorations for VR glasses" and proposing the key to problem-solving: "We need to change the keywords."

AI Direct Involvement Group - Designer Initiative Reflecting:

- **Planning:** Proposing the principle of selecting images based on "inputting curves, glass, and starting from the word that matches our requirements."

- **Selection:** In the limited time, designers in the AI direct involvement group choose the styling that is easier to create visual effects as the output: "So, should we go for minimalist or mechanical styling? We won't be able to finish drawing everything, minimalist is easier to draw."

Comparison reveals that the traditional brainstorming group emphasizes the accuracy of word usage when inputting keywords, aiming to generate styling that is most relevant to the concept. In contrast, the descriptions from the AI direct involvement group may be more random in the generated results.

5.4 Deliver: design transformation-design output

In the final stage, the designers in the traditional brainstorming group mainly focus on the visual representation of the styling design concepts, using visual means to quickly express their design concepts by utilizing the key elements determined through previous collection. These results illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5. The results of the fourth stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Traditional brainstorming team</th>
<th>AI-involved team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Bionic, fox mask, fashionable eye makeup, dance party”</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditional Brainstorming Group's Designer Initiative Reflected:

- Evaluation: After multiple adjustments to input keywords, the traditional brainstorming group generated an image that "received appreciation from all members and matched our expectations," with "realistic images and even models trying on the designs. The style is fashionable and futuristic, in line with the design theme, and the rendering also has high quality." The quality of this proposal was evaluated.
- Selection: The traditional brainstorming group analyzed the multidimensional aspects of the image and decided to use this image as the design proposal. "I think this style looks great, and this is our final product."

AI's Direct Intervention in the Designer's Initiative Reflected:

- Planning: Even though AI directly intervened in the group's design process, it did not stop at the image generated by AI. The designer issued a task to the team: "Everyone can diverge their own ideas and draw a perspective view based on this image."
- Improvement: Using their drawing skills to complement the deficiencies of the AI-generated design, the designer defined their own design style based on the inspiration provided by AI.

Comparison reveals that the traditional brainstorming group successfully obtained a visual proposal that matches the design concept through continuous trial and modification of keywords. However, the AI directly intervened group faced difficulties in the generation process. Despite fine-tuning of keywords, the generated image still could not meet the designer's requirements. For example, the designer may be satisfied with the style of the headphones but unable to adjust the orientation of the wearer's face, and can only manually adjust it in software such as Photoshop. As designers find it difficult to directly convey the visual image in their mind to AI, AI cannot fulfill the role of an intelligent image editing assistant as envisioned by the designers, but this is the most urgent need of designers at this design stage.
## 6 Discussion and conclusion

### 6.1 Designer agency

Table 6. Comparison chart of two groups’ agency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Traditional brainstorming team</th>
<th>Al-involved team</th>
<th>Agency of Machines</th>
<th>Key Role of Agency</th>
<th>Differences in Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Monitoring, Organizing, Planning, Clarifying, Reflecting</td>
<td>Planning, Intuition</td>
<td>1. Challenging Human Blurriness with Clear Images 2. Manifesting Designer's Expressive Differences 3. Randomness Brings Additional Inspiration</td>
<td>1. Fully leverage design ideas 2. Think independently without interruptions 3. Criticism can help clarify ambiguous intentions within teams</td>
<td>In traditional teams, the emphasis is on team members’ proactivity in monitoring, organizing, planning, clarifying, and reflecting. In contrast, in AI-involved teams, intuition serves as a primary cognitive behavior, which may indicate that AI, as a tool or resource, has relatively lower proactivity and cannot actively participate in various cognitive processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Planning, Improvement, Access</td>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td>1. Extra Inspiration from Randomness</td>
<td>1. Clarify ideas 2. Express ideas using concrete vocabulary</td>
<td>In traditional teams, the focus is on team members’ planning and arranging in defining problems, continuous improvement and optimization of solutions, as well as necessary information access and retrieval. In contrast, in AI-involved teams, intuition serves as a primary cognitive behavior, which may indicate that AI, as a tool or resource, has relatively lower proactivity and cannot actively participate in various cognitive processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most intuitive representation of the difference in team proactivity between the two design teams can be observed from the Table 6. The biggest difference lies in the divergent cognitive behavioral preferences in team proactivity. In the traditional brainstorming team, the emphasis is placed on the proactive participation of team members. In the AI direct involvement team, the AI-generated images are used as the focal point of discussion, and the design team's space for proactive engagement may be occupied by the proactivity of the machine. This indirectly leads to the phenomenon of design team behaviors like human members do, resulting in a slower design progress in AI-involved teams.

2. Reflecting Designers' Expressive Differences | 1. Evaluate images generated by AI  
2. Provide feedback on keyword modifications | In the cognitive behavior of AI directly participating in the group, through the second round of brainstorming, designers may discover the advantages of AI's autonomy, manifested in the ability to re-plan and make choices. |

| 4 | Evaluation, Selection | Planning, Improvement | 1. Generating Descriptive Images  
2. Additional Effects from Randomness | 1. Embrace criticism to achieve objectives  
2. Iterate on keyword modifications continuously  
3. Refine image details through modifications | In this stage, designers who are directly involved in the group with AI provide feedback on AI's proposals, indicating a lack of autonomy in evaluation, reflection, and other cognitive behaviors between early concept definition and design conversion. This inconsistency in design output with original ideas may be caused by the lack of autonomy in evaluating and reflecting on AI's proposals. |
proactivity being suppressed: as the design activity approaches its conclusion, designers in the AI direct involvement team may actually be dissatisfied with the results generated by the AI, and eventually choose to use their own proactivity to regain the lost initiative in the earlier stages. This is also related to the limited expression of design team proactivity in the early stages: designers may feel that the images generated by AI do not effectively convey their own ideas in the early stages, but still leave room for their own proactivity to be expressed through AI.

6.2 The interaction between designer and AI

The analysis above has validated the two scenarios in which AI provides visual feedback in our proposed human-machine co-creation approach. Additionally, we have identified three modes of interaction between designers and AI, including these two scenarios: interaction between designers and AI, including these two scenarios:

6.2.1 AI-inspired

![Image of AI-inspired interaction process]

*Figure 2. The interaction process of AI inspiring designer.*

This interactive scenario (as figure 2) occurs when a designer has a nascent idea for a design problem and describes the idea to an AI, which generates images that contain new ideas. The designer uses the visual stimuli from the AI-generated images to gain new ideas. When the designer has enough ideas, they define the concept by combining their own ideas with the AI-generated ideas. During this process, the results generated by the AI are used for the designer to critique and supplement their own ideas. The new elements from the AI-generated images serve as inspiration for the designer to complement their own nascent ideas, aligning with the initial stages of the model mentioned earlier.

6.2.2 Visualization using AI

![Image of Visualization using AI]

*Figure 3. The interaction process of AI visualizing designer’s idea.*
This interactive scenario (as figure 3) occurs when a designer’s matured idea has been defined as a concept, and the AI assists the designer in visualizing the idea. The results generated by the AI are used to create a visual representation of the designer’s idea, ideally with detailed images that may even surpass the designer’s original vision, aligning with the later stages of our model’s description.

6.2.3 AI without augmented design

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 4. The interaction process of AI does not augment design ideas.*

This interactive scenario (as figure 4) occurs when AI is involved in the design process from the beginning, before the designer has started exploring the conceptual space of the design topic. The AI generates a highly detailed image directly from a simple prompt, such as ‘VR glasses’, causing cognitive load on the designer, as the information-rich image generated by the AI overwhelms the designer’s independent thinking process (Zhang et al., 2021). When the designer lacks any design ideas and lacks knowledge in a specific task, they are more likely to rely on machine-generated outputs (Figoli et al., 2022). However, mid-journey and other AI generation tools have not changed the mechanism by which designers trigger AI, and the quality of prompts input to the AI determines the quality of the generated images and whether they align with the designer’s needs. When the designer does not thoroughly and critically reflect on their own design proposal and relies solely on AI, the AI cannot generate innovative solutions from keywords related to physical space, ultimately failing to advance deep conceptual space exploration. The designer becomes lost in the process, immersing themselves in obtaining complete design concepts through visual feedback from inputting ideas into AI, and focusing only on exploring object space while neglecting in-depth exploration of conceptual space (Jansson & Smith, 1991).

6.3 Reflection

6.3.1 Reflecting on the current state of designer’s design education

The emergence of AI has prompted designers to reflect on their design agency, testing their professional design skills, firm design attitudes and positions, as well as clear and sharp design speculative thinking in the process of collaborating with AI in design (Rowe, 1991). From the disappointment of designers with the generated images from AI in the early stages of the workshop, it can be observed that they expect AI to complement their vague design concepts in their minds. However, when AI fails to fulfilling this expectation, designers need to leverage their design agency. However, the analysis of the results above shows that most groups did not demonstrate enough design agency for a significant portion of the time.
At the same time, we are also considering that the process of AI learning to generate visual images is similar to the process of designers browsing and integrating inspirational images to form design proposals. The difference is that AI far surpasses designers in terms of knowledge learning capability and speed (Sheynin et al., 2022).

6.3.2 Reflection on enhancing conceptual design research with AI and AI-assisted tool design.

Previous research has primarily focused on the application of AI in inspiring and assisting in generating design ideas in conceptual design (Lin et al., 2020; Kazi, et al., 2017; Zhou, et al., 2020). However, our workshop research results indicate that excessive use of AI in the ideation stage of design may result in adverse outcomes, weakening designers' in-depth design thinking and impacting the output of design concepts, especially when AI is involved in ideation too early. We advocate for AI to evolve in tandem with designers, maintaining a similar level of cognitive and understanding of the design task. For example, in the early stages of ideation, AI-generated images should align with the cognitive level of keyword descriptions when designers have vague design ideas. Co-evolving AI can guide designers to demonstrate their design agency during the design process, maximizing the utilization of their professional skills.

In this state, we call on designers to rethink their design agency and reflect on the current state of design (Yun et al., 2022). At the same time, relevant AI tools should stimulate designers' design agency and support design computation tools that are centred around designers' own abilities.

6.4 Conclusion and limitation

The aim of this study is to investigate the reasons behind the two different states of effects that designers may encounter when using AI tools, and propose an interaction model for human-AI co-creation process. The findings of the research indicate that AI can serve as a personalized tool for generating visual feedback and inspiration for designers, but its effective use depends on designers' ability to leverage their design agency. Based on these findings, we reflect on the current state of designers' interaction with AI-assisted design tools and call for efforts from various perspectives to stimulate designers' agency, enabling synergistic evolution between AI and designers. In this "co-evolutionary" partnership, designers and AI always maintain a similar level of cognitive and conceptual understanding of design tasks. They engaging in a continually evolving mutually beneficial collaboration, akin to the concept of "the artifacts are capable of learning and performing a social practice together with people," as described in co-performance (Stoimenova & Price 2020). At the same time, AI-powered generative tools can guide designers to enhance their creative abilities, enabling them to apply their design expertise more effectively.

However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study, which may have restricted a complete simulation of all possible aspects of designer-AI collaboration:

3. Limited Variety of AI Generation Tools: The workshop did not extensively utilize a wide range of AI generation tools, including cutting-edge natural language interaction tools like ChatGPT. This limitation might introduce biases in the interaction patterns between designers and AI. Additionally, the available AI tools have not been specifically trained on datasets targeting the design domain, possibly resulting in suboptimal outputs. Future research could explore the impact of a broader array of AI tools, including those fine-tuned for design-related datasets, to better encompass the diverse facets of designer-AI cooperation.
4. Homogeneity of Workshop Participants: Despite our efforts to include participants from both industrial design and computer science backgrounds, it is important to note that all participants were students from Hunan University and not seasoned professional designers. This may introduce variations in their utilization of AI-generated tools.

These limitations signify that our research might not fully capture all potential scenarios of designer-Al collaboration in the real-world design context.

Additionally, this paper creatively introduces the philosophical concept of agency as an expression of human capability into human-Al co-creation, and through an open description and analysis of a human-Al co-creation workshop, attempts to uncover behavioural manifestations of designers’ agency, but lacks a clear theoretical framework and research methodology for investigating designers’ agency. Further in-depth research and exploration can be conducted in these areas.

In the future, we plan to explore and conduct more detailed research on human-Al co-creation by distinguishing the interactive dynamics and approaches in various scenarios through the categorization of AI competency levels and complexity levels (Stoimenova & Price 2020; Yang, 2020). This will allow us to delve deeper into the focus of this paper, human-Al co-creation, and provide a more thorough analysis and investigation.
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